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INTRODUCTION

The problem with which HumRRO Task UPSTREAM is concerned is the development of a system, or set of procedures, to be used in anticipating the training requirements that will be imposed by new weapon systems. The rapid rate of developments in weapon technology and concurrent rapid obsolescence require speedy and efficient training of personnel if weapons system potentials are to be realized. With the weapons systems of today, training must begin before weapons system hardware comes off the production line. In the past when weapons were less complex and time pressures were not as great as they are today, there was reasonable opportunity for trial and error in establishing early training programs. Also, just as systematic test procedures are used to evaluate new weapons system hardware, systematic procedures are required to evaluate the performance of personnel who are associated with the hardware.

The initial efforts of Task UPSTREAM have been directed toward the examination of the various stages through which a weapons system passes as it is being developed. The intent of these examinations has been to evaluate these stages as possible sources of information relevant to the establishment and evaluation of training requirements. The present study is concerned with two stages which occur late in the development cycle; the User Service Test and Army conducted instructor training. The term "training requirements" will be used throughout this memorandum to mean a set of statements specifying the behaviors, and occasions for these behaviors, necessary for successful job performance.
THE USER SERVICE TEST

The User Service Test as defined in (2) is "a test of an item or system of materiel conducted under simulated or actual operational conditions to determine to what degree the item or system meets the stipulated MC's or the suitability of the item or system and its maintenance package for use by the Army". During this study the User Service Test of the NIKE HERCULES system as conducted by the U.S. Army Air Defense Board was observed. The reader is referred to references (3) and (4) for a detailed account of general Air Defense Board User Service Test activities.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE NIKE HERCULES USER SERVICE TEST

Observations of the NIKE HERCULES User Service Test as conducted by the U.S. Army Air Defense Board established two points. Although these points are based on the observations made of this one test, it is believed that they are generally applicable to the user service testing of other complex weapons systems.

Time Limits

As conducted today the User Service Test occurs too late in the development cycle and too close to the operational date of the new equipment to provide a realistic basis for the development of training
requirements information. Current and anticipated future efforts to compress the R&D cycle suggest that this situation will not change. Training of user personnel must begin before the User Service Test is completed. The definition of the User Service Test, as noted above, implies that tested items may be found to be unsuitable for military use. Such determination is unlikely, however, for the more complex and expensive items of equipment which pose the greatest problem with respect to training requirements. Extensive coordination between the Army and the item developer will insure that the item at least approaches suitability for military use. For this reason, and for reasons of economy, it is most likely that the results of User Service Tests will provide a basis for system modifications to insure maximum suitability for military use. As some such changes will undoubtedly affect the system training requirements, the User Service Test may provide a basis for modifying elements of previously developed training requirements information.

Hardware Emphasis

Although there is a growing trend to consider the personnel who operate, maintain, and supervise a weapons system as part of that weapons system, this concept is given little explicit consideration in the User Service Test. In general the operational or simulated operational conditions required of the User Service Test are met by taking the equipment into the field away from a laboratory setting (where the engineering test is conducted). The quality of personnel associated with the equipment
during the conduct of the test, however, is generally much higher than
that to be expected under operational conditions. Maintenance technicians
were assigned to the NIKE HERCULES test crew in numbers greater than
that provided for in the tentative TOE and some of these technicians, at
least, were regarded by their peers and superiors as among the best in
the Army.

IMPLICATIONS OF USER SERVICE TEST OBSERVATIONS

The User Service Test provides a vehicle for obtaining two kinds
of information relative to the establishment and evaluation of training
requirements that will be imposed by new weapons systems.

System Modifications

Prior to the beginning of the User Service Test, basic training re-
quirements information will have been developed from schematics, mock-ups
and general design data. Once this training requirements information has
been obtained, however, the weapons system being developed must be con-
tinually monitored for system changes that will affect training require-
ments. System modifications resulting from the User Service Test should
be noted as they develop so that their effect on prior generated training
requirements information may be determined. It is probable that this
system modification information can be acquired through liaison with
appropriate User Service Test agencies.
Evaluation of Training Requirements

Under current Army R&D procedures the User Service Test is the first occasion during the developmental phase of a new system where the system and its associated manpower can be tested together in an operational configuration. Although it represents the first opportunity for detailed evaluation of a man-weapons system, the User Service Test is frequently not completed until after the system under test has been placed in an operational status. The User Troop Test (defined in (2) as "A test conducted in the field for the purpose of evaluating operational organizational concepts, doctrine, techniques, procedures, or to gain further information on materiel") is unlikely to begin until some time after the system under test has been declared operational.

Although the User Service Test is not usually conducted by a TOE unit, as is more likely with the User Troop Test, trained personnel are required to perform all of the duties that TOE units may perform later. The fact that the execution of such duties is necessary for the conduct of the User Service Test provides the basis for establishing a test program, within the User Service Test, to evaluate the adequacy with which job duties are performed. In order for such an evaluation to be meaningful in terms of indicating how well training requirements have been developed, personnel whose training has been based solely on previously derived training requirements information must be assigned to participate in the test. In terms of aptitude and past experience these personnel should be representative of the troops who will operate, maintain, and command the weapon when it becomes operational.
If an explicit attempt is made to evaluate training requirements during the conduct of a User Service Test, changes will have to be made in test procedures. In general, the schema discussed below seems appropriate.

The plan of test for a new system should be written, as is done currently, by the agency that is responsible for conducting the test. The plan of test should categorize the specific tests into two major groupings.

(a) One grouping should consist of all tests designed to evaluate the expected operational capability of the equipment and which require system associated personnel to perform duties in much the same manner as they would be performed when the system becomes operational. Example: A test of the system's capability to destroy a target having specified characteristics under specified conditions.

(b) The second grouping should consist of all tests designed to evaluate peripheral characteristics of the equipment which require personnel action not expected to be a part of the job duties of system associated personnel when the system becomes operational. Example: A test designed to measure the gross physical characteristics of the system, i.e.; size and weight.
The entire test should be conducted under the supervisor of the agency charged with the User Service Test responsibility.

For group (a) tests, all operational type actions required should be directly conducted by personnel especially assigned for this purpose. The activities of User Service Test agency personnel should be limited to monitoring the conduct of test activities, interrupting, where necessary for reasons of safety, and evaluating the performance of personnel conducting the test.

For group (b) tests there is no requirement for the utilization of especially assigned personnel.

The evaluation of personnel performance to be carried out during the conduct of group (a) tests may take one of several forms.

(1) Personnel conducting the evaluation may merely note deficiencies in performance in terms of excessive time requirements and use of inappropriate procedures. Specific noted deficiencies may then be used in refining the training requirements for personnel associated with the system.

(2) To further refine the procedures discussed in (1) above, techniques may be developed for evaluating performance deficiencies in terms of their consequences. Possibilities in this area are suggested by Smith (5) and Office, Chief of Ordnance (1).
(3) If sufficient time is available, User Service Test agency personnel may become sufficiently familiar with the equipment to enable the development of the group (a) tests in proficiency test format. The development of proficiency tests by the Evaluation Division of the Deputy for Instruction, Air Defense School may provide effective guidelines for such an endeavor. It is probable that proficiency tests, developed within a consequence analysis framework, would provide for the most precise evaluation of training requirements, and would, in addition, provide detailed guidance for the refinement of training requirements.

To this point all of the procedures discussed concerning the evaluation of training requirements have been directed toward determining the extent to which previously established training requirements are comprehensive with respect to required actual job performance. In addition to this aspect of the evaluation process, it is also necessary to determine if certain training requirements may be irrelevant to required job performance. This phase of evaluation can probably be accomplished by having test personnel, as group (a) tests are completed, (and possibly test supervisory personnel) complete questionnaires evaluating the relevancy and importance of training requirement items with respect to required job performance.
It should be noted that these evaluation procedures, in addition to being sensitive to training requirements-job performance relationships, are also sensitive to the effectiveness with which training requirements have been implemented in the form of actual training. If job performance deficiencies are noted in areas covered by training requirements statements, then the deficiencies are presumably due to failure to cover these areas adequately in training.

ARMY CONDUCTED INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

Prior to the beginning of training of personnel who will form operational TOE units after training, service schools must train the instructors who will conduct the training. Training programs for instructors have been derived, at least in part, from courses conducted by the system contractor under the guidance of the contracting technical service. With the current emphasis on the development of task and skill analysis data concurrent with system development, it is likely that future instructor training programs will be based more and more on training requirements statements derived from task and skill analysis data. Key personnel, following their attendance at the contractor course, prepare the training programs for instructor training. These programs then become prototypes for courses to be given to personnel who will form operational TOE units.

Graduates of instructor training courses then, provide the first opportunity to determine if training for a new system meets the job demands imposed by the system.
OBSERVATIONS OF INSTRUCTOR TRAINING FOR
THE NIKE HERCULES SYSTEM

Two UPSTREAM I staff members attended one of the first NIKE HERCULES IFC maintenance courses for instructors. Both of these staff members had acquired considerable experience in NIKE AJAX IFC maintenance work. Two approaches to the problem of utilizing instructor training courses as vehicles for validating training requirements information grew out of this activity.

Assignment of Personnel to the User Service Test

If the schedule for instructor training and the User Service Test schedule can be appropriately coordinated, graduates of the instructor training program could be assigned to participate in the User Service Test as discussed in a previous section of this report. In that the normal input to instructor training programs may differ in terms of aptitude and experience from personnel who will eventually be assigned to operational units, personnel expected to be assigned to participate in the User Service Test may have to be specially selected.

Course Evaluation by Student Questionnaire

Following the monitoring of the NIKE HERCULES course, questionnaires were developed and administered to a succeeding class. It was hypothesized that students who had field experience with a similar system (NIKE AJAX)
before attending the NIKE HERCULES instructor course would be able to evaluate the course in terms of the preparation it afforded for operational maintenance duties. As the students without prior field experience would have no basis for judgement, it was assumed that a necessary (but not sufficient) test of the validity of field experienced student's evaluations would require their evaluations to differ from those obtained from students lacking such previous field experience.

The primary intent of questionnaire administration was to determine if field experienced students differed from students lacking such experience in their evaluation of the instructor course. The finding of differences would suggest the utility of expending further effort in developing techniques utilizing student evaluations as a basis for evaluating prototype courses for new equipment.

The questionnaires described below were administered to 28 students. Of these 28 students, 18 had no previous maintenance experience while 10 had previous experience ranging from 1 month to 3 years in duration.

Questionnaire A was administered to each student at the close of each instructional period.
QUESTIONNAIRE A

1. In your judgement how much of the time devoted to instruction on this subject was concerned with things that you - as a maintenance man - could actually do (troubleshoot, adjust, operate, etc.) with the NIKE HERCULES in the field?

_________________________ (answer in hours and/or minutes)

2. In your judgement how much of the time devoted to instruction on this subject SHOULD HAVE BEEN concerned with things that you - as a maintenance man - could actually do (troubleshoot, adjust, operate, etc.) with the NIKE HERCULES in the field?

_________________________ (answer in hours and/or minutes)

Questionnaire B was administered to each student at the conclusion of the ten week course.

QUESTIONNAIRE B

1. In the NIKE HERCULES Instructor Training Course:

   (a) What per cent of the classroom instruction time was concerned with things that you could actually do (troubleshoot, adjust, operate, etc.)

   In computer instruction? __________%
   In acquisition instruction? __________%
In tracking radars instruction? __________%

(b) What per cent of the practical instruction time was concerned with things that you could actually do (trouble shoot, adjust, operate, etc.)

In computer instruction? __________%
In acquisition instruction? __________%
In tracking radars instruction? __________%

2. If you were going to construct a NIKE HERCULES course, how many classroom instruction period would you devote to:

(a) Computer? _____ periods. (Now approximately 100.)
(b) Acquisition? _____ periods. (Now approximately 56.)
(c) Track radars? _____ periods. (Now approximately 72.)

3. How many practical instruction periods would you devote to:

(a) Computer? _____ periods. (Now approximately 54.)
(b) Acquisition? _____ periods. (Now approximately 13.)
(c) Track radars? _____ periods. (Now approximately 14.)

Data from Questionnaire A are presented in Table 1.
Table 1

Data from Questionnaire A

(Group means converted to percentages and shown by weeks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Question 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>102.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>105.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>116.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>101.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>105.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>100.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>107.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>104.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is clear from Table 1 (Question 1) that the inexperienced group of students consistently estimated a greater proportion of instructional time per topic to be relevant to actual maintenance behavior than did the experienced group. It is also clear that the differences between group estimates are not large, ranging from 0.3% of the instructional time in the fifth week to 7% in the eighth week.

With respect to Question 2, Table 1 shows that the inexperienced students were equally consistent in making larger estimates than the experienced group with respect to the amount of time per instructional topic that should be devoted to actual maintenance behavior. Differences between group estimates are somewhat larger than those for Question 1, ranging from 1.4% of the instructional time in the fourth week to 20% in the third week.
Table 2
Data from Questionnaire B
(Group means)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Experienced Group</th>
<th>Inexperienced Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 a (computer-classroom)</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 a (acquisition-classroom)</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 a (tracking-classroom)</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 b (computer-practical)</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 b (acquisition-practical)</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 b (tracking-practical)</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 a (computer-classroom)</td>
<td>92 hrs.</td>
<td>114 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 b (acquisition-classroom)</td>
<td>52 hrs.</td>
<td>66 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 c (tracking-classroom)</td>
<td>74 hrs.</td>
<td>81 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 a (computer-practical)</td>
<td>54 hrs.</td>
<td>77 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 b (acquisition-practical)</td>
<td>24 hrs.</td>
<td>31 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 c (tracking-practical)</td>
<td>32 hrs.</td>
<td>36 hrs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data from Questionnaire B, shown in Table 2, support in general the findings from Questionnaire A. At the end of the course, the inexperienced students estimated a greater proportion of classroom instructional time per topic (computer, acquisition radar, tracking radars) to be relevant to maintenance behavior than did the experienced group (Question 1a). This trend does not hold, however, for practical instructional time as shown in the responses to Question 1b. With respect to estimating the amount of time per instructional topic that should be devoted to actual maintenance behavior, the inexperienced group again made consistently larger time estimates than the experienced group for the three major instructional topics in both classroom and practical settings.

These findings are interpreted to mean that within the sample studied, students with previous field maintenance experience have a basis for evaluating a new course that is different from that used by students having no such experience. Although these data cannot be supported statistically, it is believed that they are sufficiently suggestive to warrant further exploration in this area if circumstances warrant. In general, however, the less derived approaches to the problem of evaluating training requirements information, involving personnel testing within the context of the User Service Test, should be preferred.

A limited number of subjects prevented the use of a design not requiring repeated observations of the same individuals. Use of the sign test, otherwise appropriate here, was negated by the correlation between observations introduced by use of the same subjects in each administration of the questionnaires.
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